Beyond SBOMs
Scribe Security to introduce a cutting-edge platform
offering open-source integrity, security insights and high
fidelity SBOM creation
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TEL AVIV, May 10, 2022 –
On May 18th’, Scribe Security, a Software Supply Chain Security platform developer,
will offer its innovative software supply chain security platform free to the open source
community
Software supply chain attacks are on the rise with attacks tripeling in 2021
SolarWinds, Kaseya, Codecov, ua-parser-js, Log4j and others have made improving the
security of SSC’s more critical than ever
The Linux Foundation's Alpha Omega project has made it its mission to partner with
open source software developers and maintainers to systematically find new,
as-yet-undiscovered vulnerabilities in open source code – and get them fixed

Scribe Security is answering the call

The platform, developed with a shift left, developer first approach in mind, allow
software teams, DevOps, security practitioners and others to achieve:
Integrity - For Node.js projects and NPM open source packages (more to be added soon)
Visibility - High fidelity SBOM’s down to the file level
The platform is run by a simple CLI interface and provides security insights in a web
report. The proprietary algorithm tracks file hash values sampled at the repo and build
stages to ensure no unexpected changes have taken place

“Attackers today are experts in identifying hidden opportunities in the software's delivery
life cycle. We protect against software supply chain attacks carried out by dependency
manipulation, third-party software components, or during the code-delivery process,”
Scribe’s CEO, Rubi Arbel

On May 17th experience the benefits of Scribe, safe and free!

About Scribe Security:
Scribe Security is an innovator in software supply chain security. Founded by experts in
software development, cybersecurity, and cryptography, we apply our expertise to
deliver state-of-the-art security to code artifacts and development and delivery
processes throughout software supply chains
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